
PROJECT ATOM
-  NAPSTER

Wondering  what  project  ATOM  is  all  about?  Well,  its  not  something 
related to atoms and nuclear reactions, its actually a computer which runs 
on an atom based processor supplied by Intel, I named the project after 
the processor.

Project atom is formally called as CARPUTER; a carputer is a computer 
with  less power consumption with a small  cabinet  and a touch screen 
monitor for inputs without the fuss of a mouse and a keyboard. 

If you want something exciting and unique for your ride, a carputer is what 
you want, after all it’s all about the interest you take in making your car a 
head turner. I love my ride and that is why I came up with this initiative.

What is it used for?

It’s the best alternative for a head unit in your car, a head unit can only 
play audio files, receive radio frequencies and play them, but a carputer 
has endless benefits, 

Well,  lets see what a carputer offers you over a conventional  head unit  at  a 
fraction of the cost,

- Run Windows or Linux OS with virtually any software application

- Crisp VGA Resolution of up to 1024x768

- Large capacity hard drive for all your media storage needs

- Intuitive touch screen for easy control through your fingertips

- Internet connectivity on the run

- Send and Receive emails in your car

- Play music in M3P, Wav and other conventional formats

- Video  Playback  in  virtually  any  format  without  supporting  hardware 
limitations

- Store, organize and view your pictures

- Support for GPS Navigation with Indian Maps

- Support for iPods and other media devices

- Store and playback music in FLAC and other lossless formats



- Support for mass storage devices

- Break free of the burden of carrying along your entire CD collection

- Play games

- Camera support for backup and video surveillance

- Synchronize and update your files and folders with your Desktop PC

- Synchronize your contacts and  SMS with your mobile or smart phone

- Pristine audio quality when connected to a quality  Soundcard or DAC

- Hands free function for your mobile phone

- Connect to any device with Bluetooth support

-  Connect to any Wi-Fi network

The  applications  are  unlimited  and  limited  only  to  an  individual's 
imagination. For me its more that what we can get on wheels, its dream 
come true for me.

What does it take to build a CARPUTER for my ride?

Building a carputer is not as simple as it looks, we need to keep in mind 
plenty of things, power supply, RAM, mother board, accessibility on the 
drive, input methods, ventilation, etc..
Well ill help you out with it, 

Which motherboard?
A car battery can’t supply enough watts to power a computer which 

we use in our home, office etc. So for  a carputer  we need something 
which consumes less power but perform well, so what do we do?

Not  to  worry,  there  is  this  Intel  d945gclf  motherboard  with  an 
integrated atom processor, it’s a 1.6 GHz processor and consumes very 
less  power,  but  it  can  perform  very  well.  You  even  have  other 
manufacturers In the market with atom kind of processors like zotac etc. 
but my choice is Intel as its best suited for India conditions. The VIA C7 
can also be considered as a motherboard for a carputer but it is for the fat 
wallets and is performance oriented. But Intel is made for India.

Where do I source it from?

You can get  an atom based processor  in  most  of  the computer 
hardware stores, or you can source it from ebay.com or you can buy one 
from www.iride.in



How FAST is it?

Its as fast as a computer with dual core processor and a 2gb RAM, 
a  carputer  supports  a  maximum  of  2gb  Ram  if  you  build  it  on  Intel 
d945gclf mother board,

How much space do we get to store stuff?

Selecting a hard disk for a carputer should be done with immense 
care. Regular 3.5” HDD used for daily use aren’t suitable for a carputer as 
they aren’t made to sustain heavy shocks, in countries like India, we have 
roads with bumps, ditches etc. hence the HDD gets agonized, the best 
solution is to install a laptop hard disk, i.e. 2.5” laptop hard disk. They are 
designed to bear shocks and bumps without any damage. Another option 
is to install 1.8” hard disks, but they cost a fortune. As for the capacity, it 
is up to one's requirement.

Where do I source it from?
You get  a 2.5”  HDD at  every hardware store,  they cost  you few 

more hundreds more than a 3.5” HDD.

How do i power it? 
You can’t  just  use a SMPS to power it,  car  battery gets drained 

quickly if you use an SMPS, we need to maintain a constant 3.3v, 5v, 12v 
and -12v through out the run but this is not possible with an smps as the 
input voltages vary in the case of a car’s battery. To solve this problem we 
use a M2-ITX power supply. It can operate voltages as low as 6v and as 
high as 28v. The basic wattage which you need to run a carputer is 100w 
but it is suggested to use a 160w power supply. The max you can get is a 
250w power supply. 

-You need to have 250w power supply if you have many extra peripherals 
running based on your ATX power supply.



How do I shut it down?
The M2-ATX is very intelligent, as soon as you remove your key, i.e. 

as soon as the ignition goes off, it automatically shuts the carputer down, 
and hence you don’t have to shut it down manually, its very user friendly. 
All you have to do for this feature to work is to connect the REM wire to 
the ignition cable or to connect it to any of the cables which carry power 
only when the ignition is turned on.

Where do I source it from?

M2-ATX DC-DC power supply is not manufactured in India so its 
tough to  get  one locally,  you  need to  order  it  online  through eBay or 
Amazon, or if you want to source it from India itself, then you need to buy 
one from iride.in which will cost you a BOMB!

What if my battery gets drained coz of this?

There is no chance of your battery getting drained; coz the M2-ATX 
power supply comes with an intelligent chip in it which monitors your car 
battery levels every single second. As long as your has voltages above 
11.2v, it continues supplying power to the carputer, if your battery levels 
drop below 11.2 for  more than one minute,  it  automatically shuts your 
carputer  hence  you  battery  doesn’t  get  drained.  There  are  8  preset 
functions on the power supply unit which can be accessed but changing 
the jumpers according to our requirement.



HOW am I supposed to assemble all these together?

Cabinets which are used for daily use aren’t suitable for this use, 
they occupy huge space. For a carputer, you need a mini ITX cabinet, 
iBall and Zebronics offer mini ITX cabinets, they are best suited as they 
are small, accumulate all the components needed for a carputer.

Where do I source it from?

Mini ITX cabinets are available in India itself, try approaching your 
hardware supplier regarding he same, he might help you out on this. You 
can even order one online through eBay. in or eBay.com. You can get 
one from iride.in also but it’ll cost you a bomb! 
In India zebronics and iBall offer couple of models in mini ITX cabinets, 
my choice is to go for iBall, they look great.



HOW about the display?
         

Normal 7” or 8” LCD screens can be used for this use, a carputer 
allows you to connect monitors through a VGA cable, but  in this case 
you’ll  have  a  problem  with  the  input  function,  you  cant  just  carry  a 
keyboard and mouse along with you every time you go for a drive, so the 
best option for a carputer display is to use a touch screen monitor which 
works on a USB interface so that you can input your choice with just a 
finger, this will be easy to handle while in a drive.
I opted for lilliput eby-701 as it is the best for carputer.



How about the audio?

All you need is a 4channel amplifier, and a couple of speakers, as in 
your  regular  computers,  you  have a3.5mm jack  coming out  from your 
motherboard, use a 3.5mm jack to rc cable converter. Plug-in one end of 
the converter, i.e. the 3.5mm jack into the carputer, the other end to the 
amplifier input sockets, you’re done. It’s as simple as that. 

If  you want a surround sound system in your car, you need to add an 
external  sound  card.  Make  sure  you  get  a  USB sound card  else  the 
internal sound cards won’t fit In the mini ITX cabinet. Creative supplies 
USB sound cards.



How about navigation?

Navigation can also be used as a feature in centrafuse, all you need 
to have is a USB or Bluetooth enabled GPS receiver, centrafuse supports 
most of the GPS receivers, centrafuse is available in 2 packages, one 
with gps maps for India and the other without GPS, if you want navigation 
then you must opt for centrafuse with India maps, or sat guide and map 
my India which are the leading companies which provide GPS service in 
India offer maps for laptops, those can also be used.



Do  I  have  to  use  ‘N’  number  of  applications  for  ‘N’  number  of 
purposes like we do in our regular computers?

Not  really,  your  carputer  runs  on  a  windows  based  operating 
system, but on the go it’s not an easy task to handle things. To solve this 
problem  we  have  the  concept  of  front  end  software,  these  front  end 
software’s work based on an operating system, they use features of the 
operating system and put all of them together in a single screen and give 
you a user friendly feel while using the carputer.

For a carputer, centrafuse is the best front end software, it handles 
all the stuff we need while we are on the go, like music, videos, internet, 
gps, cam, obdii, etc..



Where is everything going to fit inside the car?

Your  cabinet  goes  under  your  seat  or  into  your  boot,  it  can  be 
installed anywhere in the car where space permits, all you have to take 
care of is the ventilation. The monitor can be mounted on the dash, or you 
can fix it in the dual din slot given in cars these days by making a little bit 
of fabrication.

How much will this cost?

It all depends on what you want in your carpc, for an approximation; ill 
give you the details of my project ATOM and their prices

 Intel d945gclf – 3400.
 Samsung DDR2 2gb – 1020
 M2-ATX DC-DC automotive power supply – 3800
 2.5” laptop hard disk 250gb – 3000
 Mini ITX cabinet from zebronics – 1600
 Globalsat USB GPS receiver – 3200
 Belkin USB Wi-Fi receiver – 1000
 Bluetooth dongle – 300
 iBall USB hub – 350
 Dolphin trackball mouse – 1400
 Lilliput EBY-701 – 13000
 Centrafuse 2.0 – 3100
 12awg, 18awg wiring and fuse – 1000

So the sum comes up to 36,170 INR, you can add as many things as you 
want, you can even add an OBDII scanner to monitor your car’s engine 
conditions.

Well, this was my short article bout my project ATOM, lot more to come, ill 
keep you guys updated 

Anymore  doubts,  your  welcome,  you  can  ask,  if  you  need  help  on 
installing a carputer don’t step back, just gimme a buzz, ill help you out 
with it.



IMPORTANT NOTE:

 Install centrafuse in c: program files directory only.

 Use 160watt power supply for better performance.

 Do not power your carputer through your cigarette lighter. You’ll end 
up with a blown fuse and cables.

 Add as many fuses as you want,  but make sure you plug-in the 
suitable fuse.

 Provide ventilation as much as possible to the MINI-ITX cabinet so 
that it doesn’t get heated up.

 Power the carputer directly from the battery.

 If you are using centrafuse with lilliput monitor, then install the touch 
screen drivers first and then plug-in the USB interface cable.

 Off-on-off-off is the suggested jumper setting on the power supply.

 Connect J8 on the power supply to the mother board’s on-off pins.

 Try using only a single drive, i.e. C: drive and use my music, my 
videos and my pictures as default folders for the same, dump all 
your data into them as centrafuse imports the files to these folders 
when ever a user tries to access them.

 Install the Bluetooth drivers supplied by centrafuse else the phone 
function wont work.


